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We report the realization of a robust magnetic transport scheme to bring > 3×108 ultracold 87Rb
atoms into a cryostat. The sequence starts with standard laser cooling and trapping of 87Rb atoms,
transporting first horizontally and then vertically through the radiation shields into a cryostat by a
series of normal- and superconducting magnetic coils. Loading the atoms in a superconducting mi-
crotrap paves the way for studying the interaction of ultracold atoms with superconducting surfaces
and quantum devices requiring cryogenic temperatures.

There has been growing interest in studying Hybrid
Quantum Systems [1–17]. Superconducting quantum de-
vices are expected to be capable of fast quantum infor-
mation processing but exhibit only short coherence times
making them unsuitable for qubit storage [1]. Hybrid
Quantum Systems promise that coupling to a different
system with a long coherence time will allow for high
fidelity storage of qubits. The hyperfine spin states in ul-
tracold atoms are a promising candidate [6–12] which can
be manipulated with great precision. For experiments
with ultracold atoms and superconducting quantum de-
vices, one must be able to efficiently trap ultracold atoms
in a cryogenic environment.

Transport of ultracold atomic ensembles is a well es-
tablished technique to separate the physical experiment
from the initial preparation of an ultracold atomic en-
semble. Since the first experiments with ultracold quan-
tum gases aiming for Bose-Einstein condensation, several
transport mechanisms based on moving magnetic traps
[18] and moving optical lattices [19] or optical tweezers
[20] were developed. Transfer of atoms into a 4K cryo-
genic environment has been demonstrated with either a
single moving magnetic quadrupole trap [21] or by oper-
ating a MOT in the cryogenic environment [22–24]. We
report a robust magnetic transport scheme for ultracold
atoms from a room temperature MOT into a cryostat
and successful loading into a superconducting atomchip
microtrap.

The experiment uses a combination of horizontal mag-
netic transport following [18] and vertical magnetic trans-
port to enter the cryostat. Figure 1 shows a drawing of
the entire setup. A 90 degree angle in the path of the
transport efficiently blocks stray light from the MOT.
The non-overlapping arrangement of the vertical coils al-
lows efficient transition into the cryogenic environment.
The MOT chamber is separated by a valve, allowing in-
dependent maintenance of the science chamber.

The cryostat is an ultra-low vibration Gifford-
McMahon closed cycle cryocooler [25, 26]. It provides a
cooling power of about 800mW at the 4K stage. The cold
finger rests in a CF200 vacuum chamber. An aluminum
shield is connected to the 50K stage. It has four anti-

FIG. 1: Cut through a CAD drawing of the setup with the
MOT chamber on the bottom left and the copper cage holding
the superconducting coils and the chip on the top right. The
cryo chamber is made semi-transparent for clarity. The inset
shows the currents used for the vertical transport. Currents
for the normal conducting coils V1 to V5 refer to the left
axis, while the superconducting coils V6 to V9 are driven
with much lower currents (right axis).

reflection coated windows for optical access and shields
the inner part from thermal radiation [27]. To thermally
isolate the 50K shield, its outside is wrapped with sev-
eral layers of aluminized Mylar foil. Radiation shielding
is particularly important for the superconducting wires,
all of them are covered with reflective aluminum tape.

The MOT chamber is a pancake shaped steel octagon
which contains the Rb-dispenser. It provides optical ac-
cess for a standard six beam vapour cell MOT. Following
a ten second MOT phase, the atoms are sub-Doppler
cooled and then optically pumped into the strongest low
field seeking state |2, 2〉. The initial magnetic trap is
loaded with typically 5× 108 atoms at a temperature of
about 300µK.

To initiate the horizontal transport a so called ”push
coil” shifts the quadrupole trap created by the MOT coils
towards the magnetic conveyor belt. Currents for the
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horizontal section are calculated by defining the zero of
the quadrupole field along the transport axis, a constant
vertical trap gradient of 130G/cm and a constant aspect
ratio of 1.62.

The vertical transport section consists of nine coils in
total, five normal- and four superconducting each with a
vertical spacing of 30mm. The normal conducting coils,
which are mounted on water cooled aluminum bodies,
have 40 windings each and are operated up to 100A.
For the superconducting coils, a commercial Niobium-
Titanium (NbTi) wire with a thickness of 127µm is used
[26]. Each coil has 3000 windings and is wound on a
copper mounting, consisting of four isolated segments in
order to prevent eddy currents. The superconducting
coils can be operated up to 3A.

The last coil pair of the horizontal section also act as
the first two vertical transport coils. To maintain a con-
stant aspect ratio of the trap during transport, four coils
are used at the same time. In contrast to the horizontal
section, transport along the coil axis in vertical direction
requires bipolar operation of the respective currents. For
simulating the magnetic field of each coil, the analytic
solution is used [28]. The currents Ii(z) for coil i and
trap location z along the z-axis are obtained using four
conditions |B(z)| = 0, |Bz|′ = 130G/cm, |Bz|′′ = 0, and∑4

i=1Ni · Ii = 0 where Ni is the number of windings
per coil. The first three conditions imply a quadrupole
trap with zero field at location z and a linear gradient
of 130G/cm. The last condition ensures smooth current
over time. By specifying a position function z(t) which
contains the desired acceleration and maximum velocity,
transport currents Ii(t) are obtained from Ii(z) [29].

A maximum efficiency is achieved by using an accel-
eration of 0.4m/s2 and a maximum velocity of 3m/s for
both horizontal and vertical transport. With these set-
tings the whole magnetic transport sequence takes about
two seconds [30].

The main experimental stage is mounted on the 4K
stage of the cold-finger. It consists of a copper cage sys-
tem which holds the coils and the chip mount. The cryo-
stat contains eleven coils in total, four transport coils,
one Ioffe coil, and three coils pairs for homogeneous offset
(bias) fields. The upper stage of the coil setup is shown
in figure 2(a). A total of 24 copper wires, capable of car-
rying up to 3A each, enter the cryostat. They are well
thermally anchored to the 50K stage and 20K stage. To
avoid heat dissipation, the wires are soldered to commer-
cial high-Tc coated superconductors which, subsequently,
are connected to the NbTi wires at the 4K stage [26].

The chip mounting is made of single crystal quartz
to prevent eddy currents and still have a high thermal
conductivity. The chip is made of a Sapphire substrate
with a 500nm thick sputtered niobium film (Tc = 9.2K).
A 100µm wide Z-shaped wire with large contact pads is
fabricated from this niobium layer with standard litho-
graphic methods. To contact the niobium film, we use

(a) (b)

FIG. 2: (a) Coil configuration and the chip mounting in the
cryostat, showing the last two transport coils (blue), the ver-
tical bias coils (yellow), the bias coils for the chip trap (green),
the bias coils for the third direction (red) and the Ioffe coil
(small, pink). (b) Photo of the actual chip. Several aluminum
bonds connect the Nb pads to the high-Tc stripes.

aluminum bonds between the contact pads and small
pieces of the high-Tc coated superconductors, which can
then easily be soldered to the NbTi wires. A maxi-
mum current of 1.9A can be driven through this niobium
wire structure, which corresponds to a current density of
3.8 × 106A/cm2. Figure 2(b) shows the actual chip on
the quartz mounting.

At the end of the transport up to 3 × 108 atoms at
about 350µK are held by the last two superconducting
transport coils forming a quadrupole trap. This corre-
sponds to a transport efficiency of about 60%, which
is limited by the background pressure (5 × 10−9mbar)
in the room temperature part of the setup. In princi-
ple, the atomnumber in the cryostat can be increased
by upgrading the MOT optics or improving the back-
ground pressure in the lower chamber. In the cryostat,
the atomic clouds exhibit lifetimes of up to five minutes
due to the low pressure in the cryogenic environment.
After transport, the atoms are loaded into an intermedi-
ate trap using the vertical bias coils in anti-Helmholtz
configuration. This allows the quadrupole trap to be
connected in series with the Ioffe coil. This forms a
Quadrupole-Ioffe configuration (QUIC) trap which min-
imizes heating due to current fluctuations [31]. After
switching, the intermediate trap is ramped down, the
QUIC trap is ramped up to IQUIC = 1.2A. The atoms
are now in a macroscopic trap with trapping frequencies
of (ωlong, ωradial)/2π = 25Hz, 250Hz and a trap bottom of
4G. A slow radio frequency ramp from 30MHz to 5MHz
precools the atoms in the QUIC trap and increases the
density of the cloud by evaporative cooling.

The transverse magnetic field of the Z-wire chip trap
is rotated by 45◦ relative to the corresponding field in
the QUIC trap, which is fixed by the axis of the verti-
cal transport. This makes direct loading difficult. This
is overcome by implementing a ”swing by maneuver”.
Figure 3(a) shows the whole loading sequence used to
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FIG. 3: (a) Current sequence for loading, (b) Absorption
images of the atoms taken along the longitudinal (top) and
transversal (bottom) axes of the chip trap. Here, four im-
ages corresponding to different points throughout the loading
sequence are stacked. A: initial QUIC trap, B: −BBias and
vertical offset at maximum, C: middle of the ramp and D:
final chip trap. The dashed line shows the trajectory of the
atoms through the entire loading sequence.

transfer the atoms from the QUIC trap into the super-
conducting Z-trap. The sequence starts by moving the
QUIC trap closer to the chip with a vertical bias field,
Bvert, while at the same time moving it off-center with
the chip bias field in opposite polarity, −Bbias. The
actual loading into the chip trap happens in the next
step, when IQUIC is ramped to zero, Ichip is ramped up
and −Bbias is ramped to the actual bias field +Bbias.
This allows a smooth transition between the two ro-
tated magnetic field configurations. The chip loading
sequence was found to be optimal for a ramp time of
500ms. Figure 3(b) shows the atoms in the chip trap
at different points during the transfer. The swing-by
maneuver is best observed through the longitudinal di-
rection, where the sidewards motion of the trap is vis-
ible. At the end of the sequence, the superconducting
microtrap holds around 2 × 106 atoms at 20µK. Using
a current of Ichip = 1.12A in the Z-wire and a bias field
of Bbias = 7.6G results in a trap around 350µm from
the chip surface. The measured trapping frequencies are
(ωlong, ωradial)/2π = 20Hz, 370Hz with a trap bottom of
2Gauss.

Bringing the trap closer than 2.5 times the width of
the superconducting wire (here 100µm), opens it up to-
wards the chip surface due to the Meissner effect [32]. In
fact, the Meissner effect can be used to trap the atoms
by applying a vertical bias field [33]. This Meissner trap
can easily be loaded directly from the QUIC trap. Figure
4 shows atoms in the Meissner trap along the supercon-
ducting surface of the Z-wire.

We have successfully transported thermal atoms into a
cryogenic environment and trapped them on a supercon-
ducting atomchip. The magnetic conveyor belt shows

FIG. 4: Meissner trap formation after ramping down IQUIC

to zero while leaving only the vertical bias field on. Due to
geometric deviations, the majority of the atoms are trapped
on one of the Z-leads. The rest of the Z-structure is also
weakly outlined by the Meissner trap.

high robustness due to the absence of alignment sensi-
tive parts and avoids the operation of a MOT close to
superconducting surfaces. Furthermore, the turnaround
time for modifications in the science chamber is less than
a day due to cryo pumping. The transport scheme de-
scribed here is fully compatible with a dilution refrigera-
tor since they have similar cooling powers at the 4K stage.
This will enable experiments where ultracold atoms in-
teract with superconducting quantum circuits. A super-
conducting microwave resonator can be integrated on the
atomchip to study the coupling of ultracold atoms to mi-
crowave photons. Ultracold atoms near superconducting
surfaces also open the possibility to use unique supercon-
ducting lattice traps [34].
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